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A local smoothing operatorapplied in the reverse direction is used
to obtain planar shape enhancement and exaggeration. Inversion
of a smoothing operator is an inherently unstable operation. There-
fore, a stable numerical scheme simulating the inverse smoothing
effect is introduced. Enhancement is obtained for short time spans
of evolution. Carrying the evolution further yields shape exaggera-
tionorcaricaturizationeffect. Introducingattraction forcesbetween
the evolving shape and the initial one yields an enhancement pro-
cess that converges to a steady state. These forces depend on the
distance of the evolving curve from the original one and on local
properties. Results of applying the unrestrained and restrained evo-
lution on planarshapes, based on a stabilized inverse geometric heat
equation, are presented showing enhancement and caricaturization
effects. c� 1998 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paperwe consider possibleways to design an automatic
procedure for enhancing and caricaturizing planar shapes. Dif-
ferent caricaturists relate to similar inputs differently and end up
with very different caricatures [4]. Yet there is a common trend
in all caricatures: special, unusual, or uncommon features in
objects are detected and magnified. In [4], Susan Brennan pro-
posed a caricaturization algorithm based on exaggerating the
differences between a given object and an “average” one. Her
algorithm requires a priori knowledge of a set of items from the
input class and the correspondence points between them. With-
out these reference items, the input item cannot be exaggerated.
Even when a set of reference shapes was available, the strict de-
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mands on the correspondence between the shapes led the author
to represent them by simple polygons which made it practically
impossible to generate smooth caricatures (see results in [4, 5]).
We here propose an exaggeration algorithm that needs no a priori
data and can perform exaggeration on single input images.
To generate an approach for shape exaggeration that does not

rely on some average or typical object of each class, we pro-
pose to utilize planar curve evolution theory. Further motivation
for introducing the feature enhancement and exaggeration for
planar shapes via curve evolution comes from a closely related
approach for deblurring and feature enhancement in 2D images.
Indeed, in the field of image processing one often needs to en-
hance an image that was blurred or smoothed by some known
operator. In this context it is possible, in some cases, to invert
the blurring operator, thereby deblurring or reconstructing the
original image [13, 7].
As shown in [8, 10, 11], the curvature flow for planar curve

evolution, also known as the geometric heat equation (GHE),
shrinks any planar curve into a circular point with the fastest
rate of shortening the curve’s total length. In [25], an affine in-
variant GHE that shrinks planar curves into ellipses is analyzed.
Such evolutions can be considered the ultimate simplification or
smoothing flows for shapes.1 Therefore, for caricature genera-
tion based on local properties of the shape itself and for shape
enhancement, all that is needed is to invert these flows. An in-
verse geometric heat equation would have desired specifications
of locally exaggerating features of planar curves. But inverting
the time direction of the partial differential equation describing
the GHE must be done carefully. Involving positive feedback,
such an evolution is inherently unstable. In this paper we pro-
pose methods for controlling the propagation of curves so that

1 Shape interpolation based on a similar “scale space” was used in [9] for
morphing between polygonal shapes.
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stability is achieved.A steady state canbe achieved in somemod-
els by introducing restraining forces in addition to the evolution
forces. This idea resembles the so-called deformable templates
relaxation approach [14, 27]. Before introducing the proposed
methods, let us briefly review the classical deblurring approach
in image processing.
Assume an image I0(x, y) is smoothed in time by the differ-

ential equation

It (x, y; t) = ∇2 I (x, y; t),

where I (x, y; 0)= I0(x, y) is the original image, I (x, y;�t)
is the image distorted by the smoothing process at time �t,
It ≡ ∂ I/∂t, and ∇2 I (x, y; t)≡ Ixx + Iyy is the Laplacian linear
operator operating on I .
Given the blurred image I (x, y;�t) the goal is to reconstruct

the original image I (x, y; 0). Using the Taylor expansion one
can write

I (x, y; 0) = I (x, y;�t)− �t∇2 I (x, y;�t)+O(�t2).

One-dimensional deblurring of a smoothed step function is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. We could try to use the same idea for the
nonlinear partial differential equation describing the GHE de-
forming planar curves by

Ct = Css . (1)

Here,C(s, t) : [0, L]× [0, T ] → R2 is a planar curvedeforming
in time t according to its second derivative with respect to its

FIG. 1. Deblurring a step function, the 1D case.

arc-length s; e.g., forC(s, t)= (x(s, t), y(s, t)) the GHEmay be
read as ∂

∂t (x(s, t), y(s, t))=
∂2

∂s2 (x(s, t), y(s, t)). Again, by using
the Taylor expansion we could propose to reconstructC(0) from
C(�t) via

C(0) = C(�t)− �tCss(�t)+O(�t2).

In the linear case, one could predict the effect of the heat flow
by convolution with a Gaussian kernel in which the variance
corresponds to the “time” of the flow. Deblurring the Gaussian
blur could just as well be performed in the Fourrier domain by
a multiplication of the signal with the corresponding inverse fil-
ter. Numerical care should be taken in the linear case as well:
The Gaussian tail approaches zero in an exponential rate; com-
puting its inverse introduces numerical difficulty of dividing by
zero.
Here we deal with a nonlinear heat equation in which the

parameter (arc-length) is not preserved during the evolution.
Thus, the effect of the flow on the curve cannot be predicted
with one convolution operation. Indeed ∂2/∂s2 is a nonlinear
operator, and the arc-length parameter s of C(�t) may differ
from that of C(0). Since we aim at propagating a curve for long
periods of time in order to obtain the exaggeration effects, we
should search for an iterative numerical approximation that is
easy to control.
The geometric heat equation is known to be a stable process;

however, attempts to directly invert Eq. (1), i.e., to propagate

Ct = −Css, (2)
result in an unstable, partial differential equation. In [22, 23], the
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FIG. 2. Smoothing vs enhancement. A smoothing evolution used on the orig-
inal (bold) curve shifts the high curvature parts inward (dashed). Evolution in
the reverse direction will shift it outward yielding an enhanced curve (solid).

inverse smoothing of curves was indeed identified as an unstable
evolution. Malladi and Sethian [18] simulated the inverse heat
equation to exaggerate the borders of alphanumeric input and
thereby improve classification results of handwritten characters.
Figure 2 demonstrates the smoothing effects of the GHE and
desired enhancement/exaggeration effects to be obtained from
the inverse flow.
We introduce two new approaches for simulating the effects

of the inverse GHE on outlines of shapes given as polygons or
implicitly as level sets of gray-level images on a grid of pixels.
Section 2 introduces a stabilized curve enhancement evolution.
Careful numerical treatment is suggested to stabilize this in-
herently unstable process. The proposed evolution enhances the
curve for short time, but it does not reach a steady state. To
approximate the evolution of continuous curves, we utilize a
numerical method for level-set evolution introduced by Osher
and Sethian in [19] and elaborated in [3, 15, 20, 24, 26]. For
curves approximated by polygons, we use a generalized form of
the discrete evolution given in [1] and [2]. In Section 3, we for-
mulate “restrained” evolutions by introducing restraining forces
that are added to the original evolution. Results of the applica-
tion of the unrestrained and restrained evolutions based on the
inverse GHE of some planar shapes are demonstrated on pixel
grid images as well as on polygonal curves.

2. UNRESTRAINED EVOLUTION

In this section we present two approaches for simulating the
inverse smoothing operation for curves and describe the nu-
merical schemes for approximating the process. For continuous
curves, the level-set Eulerian formulation [19] is used and a gen-
eralized model which controls the intensity of the exaggeration
is suggested. For polygonal approximation of curves, two dis-
crete evolutions are applied: the discrete analogue to the reverse

GHE evolution and an evolution based on inverting the evolution
equations analyzed in [1].

2.1. Simulating the Continuous Case

We embed the curve as a level set of a higher dimensional
function and evolve this implicit representation of the curves.
Let us first modify the planar curve evolution via Eq. (2) into

a controllable one. Geometrically, Eq. (2) is identical to

Ct = −κ(s, t)N̂ (s, t),

where κ is the curvature and N̂ is a unit vector normal to the
curve. We follow the Osher–Sethian Eulerian formulation [19],
creating a bivariate function φ : R2 × [0, T ] → R and evolving
each of its level sets φ(x, y; t)= l (also denoted as C = φ−1(l))
according to

Ct = F(κ(s, t))N̂ (s, t). (3)

It was shown in [19] (see also Sethian’s recent book [23]) that
the φ-surface evolution equivalent to Eq. (3) is

φt = F(κ(φ)) | ∇φ|, (4)

where |∇φ| =
�

φ2x + φ2y .

Let the zero level set correspond to the curve of interest
((l = 0), i.e., C = φ−1(0)). This means that given the set of
points {(x, y) | φ(x, y; 0) = 0} that corresponds to the initial
curve C(s, 0), then the set of points {(x, y) | φ(x, y; t)= 0} of
the propagated φ function will correspond to the curve C(s, t).
Thereby, we can simulate the evolution of C by propagating its
implicit representation φ.
The reverse GHE is given by

φt = −κ(x, y; t)|∇φ|, (5)

where C(t)= φ−1(0) for all t . One possible way of choosing
the initial φ(x, y; 0) is the distance from the curve C(s, 0), with
negative signs in the interior and positive signs in the exterior of
the curve. The curvature of each level set curve φ−1(l) is given
by

κ(x, y; t)= κ(φ)= div
� ∇φ

|∇φ|

�
=

φxxφ
2
y − 2φxφyφxy + φyyφ

2
x

�
φ2x + φ2y

�3/2 .

(6)

But theEulerian formulation, (5), suffers from the inherent insta-
bility of the original planar evolution.We therefore need tomake
some modifications that will enable us to monitor the evolution.
For a small neighborhood near the zero level set φ−1(0) of

a simple convex curve, the outer level sets having low curva-
ture propagate outward slowly while the inner level sets, having
higher curvature, propagate outward with higher velocity. With-
out any numerical control on the function behavior, this causes
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FIG. 3. For a circle of radius R0, the distance map φ(x, y; 0) is a cone. The
radius of the level set φ(x, y; 0)= l is R0 + dR. Note that dR = φ, therefore,
κ(φ = l) can be modified to allow the same propagation speed as the that of the
zero level set.

discontinuities to form in the propagating φ. Given φ as a dis-
tance map, it is possible to change the evolution law given in
Eq. (4) so that the distance to the zero level set is preserved along
the propagation. Each level set should now evolve in lockstep
with the zero level set. This is achieved by first observing that in
a distance map, the curvature radius R= 1/κ of each level set
φ−1(l) changes linearly with l, as shown in Fig. 3.
Using this observation, Eq. (4) can be modified to

φt = F(K )|∇φ|,

and the modified inverse geometric heat equation becomes

φt = −K |∇φ|, (7)

where K is set to be

K = K (x, y, t) = 1
1

κ(x,y,t) − φ(x, y, t)
(8)

in the attempt to assign to the point (x, y) the curvature of its
closest point on the zero level set. Equation (7) is still not stable
numerically. Recalling the explicit representation of the curve,
we further modify it by actually fixing the flow field to its initial
value throughout the evolution,

Ct = −K (x, y, 0)N̂ (s, t), (9)

where K (x, y, 0) : R2 → R is the extended curvature ofC(s, 0),

K (x, y, 0)

= {κ(s, 0) | s minimizes the distance |C(s, 0)− (x, y)|}.

This is achieved by setting t = 0 in Eq. (8). The curvature of the
initial curve is thus extended to the whole plane, so that each
point on the plane assigned a value corresponding to the curva-
ture of the initial curve point closest to it. Having a flow field

K of propagation velocity fixed in time, we use the Eulerian
formulation to implement the curve evolution. The relaxed evo-
lution equation for φ equivalent to Eq. (9) is given by

φt = −K (x, y, 0)|∇φ|. (10)

The above result, obtained by geometrical reasoning, can also
be obtained via the following considerations from curve evolu-
tion theory. Observe that the level sets of any distance function
φ(x, y; 0) can be described as curves evolving according to the
classical “prairie-fire” rule,
�
Cτ = N̂ (p, τ )
C(p, 0) = {Curve extracted fromφ(x, y; 0) zero level set},

(11)
where p is an arbitrary parameterization and N̂ (p, τ ) is a unit
vector normal to the curve at (p, τ ). This means that the set
of points of each level set of φ, i.e., {(x, y) | φ(x, y; 0)= l}, is
given by the set of points of the curve C(p, τ = l). As shown
by Sethian [22], the curvature of C(p, τ ) evolves in this case
according to

κτ (p, τ ) = −κ2(p, τ ), given κ(p, 0),

a Riccati equation for which the explicit solution is

κ(p, τ ) = κ(p, 0)
1+ κ(p, 0)τ

,

and therefore we have that

κ(p, 0) = κ(p, τ )
1− κ(p, τ )τ

. (12)

We next show that for the curve evolution given by Eq. (11), one
can trace back the correspondence between any point (x, y) ∈
C(p, τ ) and its origin (x �, y�) ∈ C(p, 0). This can be done using
the following Lemma (see [19] or [16]):

LEMMA 1. For a simple closed curve C(p, τ ) evolving ac-
cording to

∂

∂τ
C(p, τ ) = N̂ (p, τ ),

where N̂ (p, τ ) is a unit vector normal to the curve at (p, τ ), the
direction of the normal is a “conserved quantity,” i.e., it does
not change in time prior to shock formation.

Proof. Let us prove that Tτ = ∂
∂τ
T (p, τ ) = 0 and therefore

N̂ τ = 0, where T (p, τ ) is a unit vector tangent to the curve at
(p, τ ). First we calculate

�Cpτ , N̂ � = �Cpτ ,Cτ � = 1
2

∂

∂p
�Cτ ,Cτ �

= 1
2

∂

∂p
�N̂ , N̂ � = 1

2
∂

∂p
1 = 0
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FIG. 4. One way to compute the distance from the (bold) ellipse is to prop-
agate the curve along its normal with constant velocity. The set of curvature
singularities (shocks) of the propagating wave is one possible way to define the
symmetry axis of the shape (dashed bold line).

which means that Cpτ has only a tangent component. Now

∂

∂τ
T = ∂

∂τ

Cp

|Cp|
=

|Cp|Cpτ − �Cp,Cpτ �Cp
|Cp |

|Cp|2

= Cpτ − �T,Cpτ �T
|Cp|

= 0.

To conclude, given φ(x, y; 0) as a distance map, one can cal-
culate the “extended” curvature map κ(x, y; 0) directly from
φ(x, y; 0) using Eq. (6), define K (x, y; 0) using Eq. (8), and
evolve the surface according to Eq. (10).
The flow field K (x, y; 0) suffers from discontinuities along

symmetry points (at the (x, y) locations of the ridges in the dis-
tance map, see Fig. 4).2 We have therefore smoothed the flow
field by convolving it with a Gaussian kernel. This smoothing
also suppresses the effects of small perturbations on the propa-
gating curves. A reasonable assumption is that curvature values
of the outline contour of shapes given on a pixel grid do not ex-
ceed the value of 2, i.e., a curvature radius of half a pixel. Hence,
we limit K so that −|K | < 2 and set higher values to 2. This
limit on |K | also allows us to maintain the CFL condition with-
out forcing very short time steps in the numerical approximation
(see [17]).3
Propagating φ for a short time �T , then computing the dis-

tance function D(x, y;�T ) of each point (x, y) on the plane,
from the zero level set of φ(x, y;�T ), it is possible to compute
the new K (x, y;�T ) and proceed with the propagation:

�
φt = −K (x, y;�T )|∇φ|
φ(x, y;�T ) = D(x, y;�T ).

2 Generally speaking, ‘shocks’ are the set of points at which characteristics
collide. Let us measure the distance form the bold ellipse curve in Fig. 4 by
evolving an equal distance curve with constant velocity in the normal direction.
Curvature singularities are formed along the front as it propagates, causing
discontinuities at the distance function. This set of points is the ‘symmetry axis’
often know as the skeleton of the shape. It is the set of points from which there
is more than one line of shortest distance connecting to the boundary.
3 The Courant, Friedrichs, and Lewy (CFL) condition is a necessary stability

condition for any numerical scheme: The domain of dependence of each point in
the domain of the numerical scheme should include the domain of dependence
of the PDE itself.

Repeating the same procedure at t = 2�T, 3�T, . . . will en-
able monitoring of the stability of the evolution process while
preserving consistency with the continuous case.
The first step of the numerical approximation involves taking

forward finite difference approximation in time and the slope
limiters [17, 21, 26] described below. For each time step�t , we
calculate �

(n+1)
i, j ≈ φ(i�x, j�y, (n + 1)�t) to be

�
(n+1)
i, j = �n

i, j−�t K (i, j, n)
��

�x�
n
i, j

�2+
�
�y�

n
i, j

�2�1/2
, (13)

where

�
�x�

n
i, j

�2 =






max(min(Dx
+(i, j), 0)2,max(Dx

−(i, j), 0)2)
if K (i, j) > 0

max(max(Dx
+(i, j), 0)2,min(Dx

−(i, j), 0)2)
if K (i, j) ≤ 0,

�
�y�

n
i, j

�2 =






max(min(Dy
+(i, j), 0)2,max(D

y
−(i, j), 0)2)

if K (i, j) > 0
max(max(Dy

+(i, j), 0)2,min(D
y
−(i, j), 0)2)

if K (i, j) ≤ 0,

and

Dx
+(i, j) = (�i+1, j − �i, j )/�x

Dx
−(i, j) = (�i, j − �i−1, j )/�x

Dy
+(i, j) = (�i, j+1 − �i, j )/�y

Dy
−(i, j) = (�i, j − �i, j−1)/�y.

Equation (13) is a stable numerical approximation for the
evolution given by Eq. (10). We use Eq. (13) with K (i, j, n)
= K (i, j, 0). For K fixed in time, � does not remain a dis-
tance map while evolving.We therefore adjust it to be a distance
map, with respect to its zero-level-set, after every few iterations.
Figure 5 demonstrates some curve exaggerations using this pro-
cedure with Eq. (13).

2.2. The Generalized Continuous Case

Equation (4) defines the evolution low to be proportional to
the initial curvature κ(φ). In principle, φt can depend on any
parameter derived from the data in {φ(x, y; t)}. Thus Eq. (4) can
be generalized to

φt = f (φ(x, y; t))|∇φ|.

We suggest an evolution low that controls the intensity of en-
hancement using the following observation: Since φ(x, y; t) is a
distance map with respect to its zero-level-set, it follows that if
at time t0, φ(x0, y0; t0)= 0, then the point (x0, y0) is on the curve
C(s, t0) and is exactly a distance of φ(x0, y0, 0) away from the
original curve C(s, 0). Replacing K (x, y; 0) in Eq. (10) by a
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FIG. 5. Exaggeration of several curves (original curves are at the left side).
The evolving curves are sampled at times �n�t� = 10, 30, and 50.

“modified” KG(x, y) that makes use of the above observation,
the amount of enhancement can be controlled. For example,
substituting K (x, y; 0) in Eq. (10) by

KG = K (x, y; 0)(1+ α|φ(x, y; 0)|β), α, β ≥ 0,

increases the enhancement effect, since

KG(x, y)
K (x, y; 0)

≥ 1

for all (x, y) and it increases as the point (x, y) departs from
the initial curve. Figure 6 shows results obtained with the above
KG .

FIG. 6. (a) Original curve, (b) normal exaggeration, and (c) enhanced exagger-
ation (α = 0.6, β = 1). Both evolutions are shown after �n�t� = 30 iterations.

2.3. Simulating the Polygonal Case

For curves given in a polygonal form we can use a discrete
nonlinear evolution rule analogue of the continuous case. Alter-
natively, a linear affine invariant evolution similar to the reverse
GHE can be introduced by reversing the direction of the dis-
crete smoothing transformation introduced in [6] and discussed
in [1, 2]. We will first derive the discrete analogue of the reverse
GHE as given by Eq. (3), compare it with the suggested linear
evolution, and show the relation between the two.

2.3.1. Direct Approximation of the Reverse GHE

Let a polygonal contour be defined by its vertices, {Pi }Mi=1.
The discrete evolution analogue to the GHE shifts each vertex
Pi = (xi , yi ), according to

p(n+1)i = P (n)i + κ
(n)
i · N̂ (n)i . (14)

Exaggeration is achieved by inverting the direction of move-
ment. That is

P (n+1)i = P (n)i − κ
(n)
i · N̂ (n)i . (15)

Here P (n)i = (x (n)i , y(n)i ) indicates the location of vertex i after
n iterations, N̂ (n)i is a unit normal to the curve at vertex i , de-
fined as a unit vector in the direction of the bisector of that vertex,
and κ

(n)
i is the curvature at vertex i defined in [1] as

κ
(n)
i

de f= c · θ exti ,

where θ extt is the external angle between the two edges, for which
P (n)i is a common vertex, and c is a normalization factor. Figure 7
demonstrates polygon exaggeration using Eq. (15).

2.3.2. Other Affine and Euclidean Approximations to the GHE

In [2] the following general smoothing operator is proposed,

P (n+1)i = (1− α)P (n)i + α�−P (n)i−1 + α�+P (n)i+1

FIG. 7. Polygon exaggeration. For each vertex of the initial polygon (a), the
normal N̂ (n)i and curvature κ

(n)
i are calculated. Then, (b) each vertex is moved

in the direction of N̂ (n)i by a step proportional to κ
(n)
i thus creating a caricature

effect (c).
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or, in matrix form

P (n+1) = MP (n), (16)

where {P (n)i }Ni=1 are the polygons N vertices after n iterations
and M is an N by N matrix. For �− = �+ = 1

2 , this operator
is circulant, linear, and affine invariant. It evolves an arbitrary
closed polygon to a simple concave one, and finally the polygon
vanishes to a point having an elliptic polygonal limiting shape
(see proof in [1]). For

�− = d+

d+ + d−
, �+ = d−

d+ + d−
,

where d− = |P (n)i − P (n)i−1| and d+ = |P (n)i+1 − P (n)i | are the two
edge lengths, the evolution is nonlinear and Euclidean invariant.
It smoothes shapes but may lead to nonelliptic limiting shapes.
We achieve shape enhancement by inverting Eq. (16).Wemay

calculate the shift from the original polygon to the smoothed one,
(M− I )P (n), and then move the vertex in the opposite direction:

P (n+1) = (I − (M − I ))P (n) = (2I − M)P (n). (17)

The relation between the evolution given by Eq. (14) and the
evolution given by Eq. (16) for the case

�− = d+

d+ + d−
, �+ = d−

d+ + d−

is readily derived. The reverse Eqs. (15) and (17) are similarly
related. Defining v̂− and v̂+ as unit vectors from P (n)i to P (n)i−1
and P (n)i+1, respectively, we have

P (n+1)i = (1− α)P (n)i + α�−P (n)i−1 + α�+P (n)i+1

= P (n)i + α · d+

d+ + d−

�
P (n)i−1 − P (n)i

�

+ α · d−

d+ + d−

�
P (n)i+1 − P (n)i

�

= P (n)i + α
d+ · d−

d+ + d−
(v̂− + v̂+)

= P (n)i + µ
(n)
i · N̂ (n)i ,

where µ
(n)
i is the coefficient multiplying the “normal” vector of

vertex i after the nth iteration. Note that v̂− + v̂+ is indeed a
vector in the direction of the bisector of the angle at vertex Pi
which was the above defined “normal” to the polygon at Pi . We
thus showed that both Eqs. (16) and (14) move the vertices in
the direction of the bisector (see Fig. 8), but differ in the amount
of movement. Equation (16) propagates vertex i by µ

(n)
i while

Eq. (14) propagate it by κ
(n)
i . Figures 9–11 show results obtained

by applying the two evolution laws (Eqs. (16) and (17)) in their
linear form (i.e., �− = �+ = 1

2 ).

FIG. 8. The vectors v̂− and v̂+ are defined by the vertices Pi−1, Pi , and Pi+1.
The dashed line indicates the bisector of Pi which coincides with the direction
of the vector v̂− + v̂+.

3. RESTRAINED EVOLUTION

So far we have defined several stable, yet nonconverging,
shape enhancing evolutions. Applying the above evolution laws
(in both continuous and polygonal simulations) for infinite time
spans expands the initial curve to infinity. In this section we
define evolution processes that converge to steady states. We in-
troduce “imaginary strings” that connect the original curve with
its evolving “image” so that each point on the evolving curve
is attracted back to its initial position. For continuous curves,
attraction forces between the original and evolving φ functions
will implicitly restrain the evolution of the embedded curve.

FIG. 9. Some examples of the smoothing evolution. (The scaling is different
in each image.) Further iterations result in an infinitesimal polygon of elliptic
shape. (a) Star after 0, 2, 10, and 20 iterations, (b) bunny after 0, 3, 30, and 300
iterations, and (c) dino after 0, 5, and 500 iterations.
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FIG. 10. Some examples of the exaggerating evolution. (The scaling is dif-
ferent in each image.) After a few more iterations the polygons “explode.”
(a) Star after 0, 2, 4, and 6 iterations, (b) bunny after 0, 4, 6, and 8 iterations, and
(c) dino after 3, 6, and 9 iterations.

For polygonal approximations of curves, a set of strings bind-
ing each vertex of the original polygon with the corresponding
vertex in the evolving polygon will create the desired attrac-
tion. The condition for the existence of steady states and an
explicit formula for the steady state in the polygonal case are
given.

FIG. 11. A few more exaggeration examples.

3.1. Restraining Continuous Curve Evolution

We modify Eq. (10) to include attraction forces between the
initial distance map, φ(x, y; 0), and the evolving one, φ(x, y; t):

φt = −K (x, y; 0) · |∇φ|−β · (φ(x, y; t)−φ(x, y; 0)); β > 0.
(18)

The first term is the basic evolution force as defined in Eq. (10).
The second term defines attraction forces proportional to the
deviation of the evolving map from the initial one and directed
toward the initial map. This way, parts that do not evolve rapidly
aremostly influenced by the basic evolutionwhile rapidly evolv-
ing parts are exposed to increasing attraction forces that im-
pede their deviation from the original curve. Initially, for small
t ,s, φ(x, y; t) ∼= φ(x, y; 0), and Eq. (18) looks like Eq. (10).
As t increases, the restraining term becomes more and more
influential. For large β, the attraction forces increase rapidly
and the deviation of φ(x, y; t) from its initial shape φ(x, y; 0)
is strongly restrained. Different choices of β = β(x, y; t) define
different evolution laws thereby controlling the evolution of the
curve and its steady state (if it exists). For β → 0 the attraction
element vanishes. As with the unrestrained evolution, φ(x, y; t)
does not remain a distance map while evolving. We therefore
adjust it to be a distance map, with respect to its zero-level-set,
every few iterations.
The problem of finding when φ(x, y; t) evolves to a steady

state remains to be solved. If however there exists a steady-state
solution φ(∞)(x, y) to Eq. (18), with φ adjusted to remain a dis-
tance map with respect to its zero-level-set during the evolution,
then it must satisfy

�
|∇φ| = 1,
φt = 0.

Thus, from Eq. (18) the steady state can be expressed in terms
of the initial conditions:

φ(∞)(x, y) = lim
t→∞

φ(x, y; t) = φ(x, y; 0)− K (x, y; 0)
β(x, y)

. (19)

In general, β can be a function of any parameters derived
from φ(x, y; t) (such as local curvature). For β ∝ 1/local cur-
vature, low-curvature parts of the curve are restrained to their
initial position while high-curvature parts depart rapidly from
the original curve.
Figure 12 shows an example of restrained evolution using

Eq.(18) comparedwith theunrestrained evolutionusingEq.(10).

3.2. Restraining Polygon Evolutions

In the polygonal case, the attraction forces are assumed to act
at each vertex. As before, let {P0i }Ni=1 define the initial polygon
and let {Pn

i }Ni=1 be the evolved versions at discrete time steps
n= 1, 2, . . . , the evolution being governed by Eq. (16). We
introduce N attracting strings so that string (i) is attached on one
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FIG. 12. Restrained versus unrestrained evolutions—the continuous case.
(a) Unrestrained continuous evolution after 0, 30, 60, and 120 iterations.
(b) Restrained continuous evolution after 0, 30, 60, and 120 iterations, with
restraining factor: β0 = 0.001/K (x, y; t). (c) Restrained continuous evolution,
all after 120 iterations, with restraining factors: 0.75β0, β0, 2β0, and 4β0.

side to the evolving vertex Pn
i and on the other side to the initial

vertex P0i and has an elasticity constant of βi . The attraction
force will be proportional to the distance of the evolving vertex
from its original position. Adding these restraining forces to the
smoothing evolution Eq. (16) we arrive at an evolution of the

FIG. 13. Restrained versus unrestrained evolutions—the polygonal case. (a) Elephant after 0, 10, 30, and 100 unrestrained iterations (the “exploding” polygons
are down scaled). (b) Elephant after 0, 10, 30, and 100 restrained iterations.

form

P (n+1)i = (1− α) · P (n)i + α�−P (n)i−1 + α�+P (n)i+1

+ βi ·
�
P (0)i − P (n)i

�
,

or in a matrix form

P (n+1) = MP (n) + B · (P (0) − P (n)). (20)

In a similar way, the reversed (exaggerating) evolution is given
by

P (n+1) = (I − (M − I ))P (n) + B · (P (0) − P (n)). (21)

The last term in Eqs. (20) and (21) is the restraining force. B
is an N × N diagonal matrix: B= diag(β0, . . . , βN ). We are
particularly interested in diagonalmatriceswith elements related
to the curvature at each vertex. Figure 13 shows an example of
restrained evolution using Eq. (21) compared with unrestrained
evolution using Eq. (17).
We shall next derive conditions for the convergence of the

evolving polygon to a steady-state polygonal shape and explic-
itly express the steady state for the linear case.

3.2.1. Terms of Convergence for the Restrained Linear
Smoothing Law

THEOREM 1. Given the polygon smoothing equation,

P (n+1) = MP (n) + B(P (0) − P (n)), (22)

where P (n) is an N-element vector of the polygon’s coordinates
after n iterations (in complex notation), M is an N × N circulant
matrix with first row defined as M1,(∗) = {1 − α, α/2, 0, . . . , 0,
α/2}, and B= diag(β0, . . . , βN ), where βi are the restraining
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coefficients, so that 0 < βi < 2(1− α), ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, there
exists a steady-state polygon defined by

P (∞) = lim
n→∞

P (n) = (I − M + B)−1BP (0). (23)

Proof. Following P (n)’s evolution we obtain

P (1) =
Q� �� �

(M − B) P (0) + BP (0) = QP (0) + BP (0)

P (2) = (M − B)P (1) + BP (0) = Q2P (0) + BQP (0) + BP (0)
...

P (n) = (M − B)P (n−1) + BP (0) =
�

Qn + B
n−1�

i = 0
Qi

�

P (0).

(24)

Therefore, P (∞) exists if and only if the right side of Eq. (24) is
finite. We now utilize the following Lemmas, as stated in [12].

LEMMA 2. Let A be a given n by n matrix. If there is a matrix
norm ||| · ||| such that |||A||| < 1, then limk→∞ Ak = 0; that is,
all the entries of Ak tend to zero as k → ∞ (see [12], 298).

LEMMA 3. An n by n matrix A is invertible if there is a matrix
norm ||| · ||| such that |||I − A||| < 1. If this condition is satisfied,
then

A−1 =
∞�

k=0
(I − A)k

(see [12], p. 301).

From the above it follows that if there exists a matrix norm
||| · |||, such that |||A||| < 1, then

∞�

l=0
Al = (I − A)−1

lim
k→∞

Ak = 0.

Evolving via Eq. (24), P (n) converges to a finite limit polygon,
P (∞), which can be directly computed using the initial condi-
tions. We shall next derive this relation. Using the ||| · |||∞ norm,
defined as

|||A|||∞
de f= max

1≤i≤n

n�

j=1
|ai j |,

we readily have that

|||Q|||∞ = |||M − B|||∞ = max
i
(|1− α − βi | + |α|) < 1.

Since 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 we need to satisfy

|1− α − βi | < 1− α

−1+ α < 1− α − βi < 1− α

⇒ 0 < βi < 2(1− α) ∀i.

We have thus found a class of B matrices for which the smooth-
ing evolution converges to a steady-state polygon. If there exists
a steady-state polygon P (∞) then by Eq. (22)

P (∞) = QP (∞) + BP (0)

⇒ P (∞) = (I − Q)−1BP (0) = (I − M + B)−1BP (0).
(25)

Thus, P (∞) can be calculated explicitly using the initial poly-
gon.

3.2.2. Terms of Convergence for the Restrained Linear
Exaggeration Law

For the exaggeration evolution law, terms for convergence and
the steady-state polygon can similarly be defined.

THEOREM 2. Given the polygon exaggeration evolution,

P (n+1) = (2I − M)P (n) + B(P (0) − P (n)), (26)

so that 2α < βi < 2, ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, there exists a steady-
state polygon given by

P∞ = lim
n→∞

P (n) = (M + B − I )−1BP (0). (27)

Proof. Following P (n) evolution, given by Eq. (26), we
obtain

P (1) =
V� �� �

(2I −M − B) P (0) + BP (0) = V P (0) + BP (0)

P (2) = (2I −M − B)P (1) + BP (0)=V 2P (0) + BV P (0) + BP (0)

...

P (n) = (2I −M − B)P (n− 1) + BP (0) =
�

V n + B
n−1�

i=0
V i

�

P (0).

(28)

Using the ||| · |||∞ norm, we have

|||V |||∞ = |||2I − M − B|||∞

= max
i

�
|2− βi − (1− α)| + 2

����
α

2

����

�
< 1.

Since 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 we need to satisfy

|2− βi − (1− α)| < 1− α

−1+ α < 1+ α − βi < 1− α

⇒ 2α < βi < 2 ∀i.

If this sufficient condition is satisfied, then there exists a steady-
state polygon, P (∞), given by Eq. (26):

P (∞) = V P (∞) + BP (0)
⇒ P (∞) = (I − V )−1BP (0) = (M + B − I )−1BP (0). (29)
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FIG. 14. Example of the restrained exaggeration convergence. The ratio between the perimeter of the evolving polygon and the initial one is shown as a function
of the number of iterations. The horizontal line is the perimeter of the steady-state polygon. Using the restrained evolution (dotted), the polygon asymptotically
reaches the steady-state perimeter. On the other hand, the unrestrained evolution (dashed) causes the polygon to “explode.”

We have thus found sufficient conditions for the existence of a
steady-state polygon and expressed it explicitly using the initial
polygon.

For the linear polygonal case, we have found the terms for
convergence to a steady-state polygon, as well as defining the
steady-state polygon in terms of the initial polygon and the re-
straining matrix B. Figures 14 and 15 demonstrate these results.
Starting with an initial polygon, we arbitrarily use its perimeter
to characterize its evolution in time. When P (∞) exists, the ratio
between the initial polygon’s perimeter and that of the steady
state characterizes the amount of change the polygon had under-
gone. If P (∞) does not exist, the polygon “explodes,” sending
the perimeter toward infinity. Figure 14 shows the difference
between the unrestrained evolution and the restrained one; the
latter approaches the steady-state solution as n→ ∞. Figure 15
shows the ratio perimeter (P (∞))/perimeter (P (0)) as a func-
tion of β resulting from the smoothing evolution with different
restraining matrices of the type B= β I . The continuous line is
calculated directly from the steady-state polygon as given by Eq.
(27) while the “star”-line use the perimeter of the polygon after
1000 iterations with Eq. (26). For 2α < β < 2, both the explicit
evolution and the steady-state polygon yield the same result.
Outside the convergence range of β, the evolving polygon ex-
plodes and does not reach a steady state. The explicit evolutions

yield extremely high perimeter after 1000 iterations. Hence in
this case steady state is not reached.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The reverse GHE can be used to enhance features in planar
curves. For a given initial curve, known to have been distorted
by a smoothing operation (such as blurring), evolution using
the reverse GHE for short times can approximately restore it.
It is an analog operation to image deblurring [13, 7]. Longer
time evolution will further enhance the curve yielding an ex-
aggeration effect. For continuous curves, the level-set Eulerian
formulation [19] was utilized and a generalization of the reverse
GHE, which enables control over the intensity of exaggeration,
was introduced, leading to suppressed or enhanced exaggera-
tion. For polygonal shapes, two different evolution laws were
explored, one derived directly from the continuous GHE and
the second being a discrete approximation of the GHE given by
[2]. The relation between the two was shown and, in the lin-
ear case, conditions for convergence to a steady-state polygon
were explicitly derived, as well as a closed form formula for the
steady-state polygon itself.
Using our approach, planar curves are exaggerated using only

their intrinsic features, without a priori knowledge on their clas-
sification and with no need for further information. This is an
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FIG. 15. Restrained exaggeration convergence for different bounding forces. The ratio between the perimeter of the evolving polygon and the initial one is given
for different values of B = β I . The “star” line is a result of 1000 iterations with the restrained evolution law. The other line is the steady-state result. In the
convergence range, 2α < β < 2 (α = 0.25), the two are identical. Outside the convergence range, the polygon “explodes” to infinite perimeter and does not reach
a steady state.

advantage over previously stated exaggeration methods which
require such knowledge. We introduced tools to control the pa-
rameters of the exaggeration, and in some cases allow the evo-
lution to converge to a well-defined steady-state curve.
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